
GERMAN TESTING DAY 2020
The independent conference on software quality 
6-7 May 2020 - Kap Europa, Frankfurt am Main 

Welcome to the Call for Papers for German Testing Day, the independent conference on software quality. 
The conference will focus on the exchange of experiences. The German Testing Day is aimed at all those 
involved in the quality assurance of business IT systems and embedded systems. It therefore offers an 
excellent platform for all people in the IT sector. We warmly invite you to submit your ideas for the 2020 con-
ference and look forward to contributions being submitted at:
https://confcall.germantestingday.info

Submission deadline: 27.09.2019

Little or no experience of giving talks? Use the GTD to gain further experience with an interesting lecture. The 
Conference Board would like to give new speakers (f/m/d) the opportunity to establish themselves.
We also welcome your submission!

Speakers gain free entry for German Testing Day 2020.

CALL FOR PAPERS

GERMAN TESTING DAY 2020
Die unabhängige Konferenz zu Software-Qualität

submit lecture
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German Testing Day offers the possibility to submit contributions in different formats. Every format can be 
delivered in either German or English.

GERMAN TESTING DAY 2020
Die unabhängige Konferenz zu Software-Qualität

CONTRIBUTION FORMAT

Talk
Talks at German Testing Day last 35 minutes including questions and answers.

Tutorial
A tutorial has a clear learning objective and a large part is taken up by practical exercises. 
Tutorials at German Testing Day can be 60, 80 or 120 minutes in length. Please let us know the 
maximum number of participants and the technical equipment required for the participants and 
the room.

Workshop
A workshop focuses on the joint development of a topic by the group. Workshops at German 
Testing Day can be 60, 80 or 120 minutes in length. Please let us know the maximum number of 
participants and the technical equipment required for the participants and the room.

Lightning-Talk
A Lightning Talk lasts exactly five minutes and should be both entertaining and stimulating.

Pecha-Kucha
A PechaKucha consists of 20 slides which are each shown for exactly 20 seconds. It therefore 
lasts six minutes and 40 seconds. As with a Lightning Talk, PechaKucha presentations should 
stimulate the audience.

German Testing Day does not set explicit focus topics but is open to all current topics in the testing
community. We welcome contributions on themes such as:

 - Testing in the context of DevOps or continuous integration / continuous deployment, agile testing,  
    testing in the classic process model 
 - Test design, test implementation, test management, test coaching
 - Test automatization, further tool support and manual testing
   - Testing of desktop apps, mobile testing, testing of embedded systems, testing in the context of
    robotic process automation, Internet of Things
     - Testing of functional and non-functional requirements, e.g. security, UX
     - Testing of and with artificial intelligence
     - Ethics, collaboration, learning and communities in software development and testing

TOPICS

Would you rather submit an alternative format (such as Unconference formats)? We will also be happy to 
discuss these suggestions within the conference board.
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GERMAN TESTING DAY 2020
Die unabhängige Konferenz zu Software-Qualität

SUBMISSIONS

To ensure a fair and independent selection process, the conference board exclusively comprises
representatives from client organisations and scientific areas. The selection process for German Testing Day 
2020 is neutral and independent.

The conference board reviews the submissions in a two-stage process, whereby every entry is assessed by 
at least three separate reviewers.

 1) In the first round, the review board selects the most promising abstracts and, if successful, asks for  
     the paper to be prepared.
 2) In the second round, the final papers for German Testing Day 2020 are selected.

Incomplete proposals or proposals that do not comply with the guidelines and/or goals of the conference will 
be rejected.

SELECTION PROCESS

Please submit title, summary and all other texts in the language in which the session will be held. Alternative-
ly, if you are able to make your contribution in German and English, please indicate this in the comments field.

Please submit your ideas via: http://confcall.germantestingday.info

We expect the following from your submission:

 - Name of speaker
 - Short biography (max. 480 characters, incl. spaces)
 - Session type (Talk: 35 min. inc. Q&A, Tutorial: 60, 80 or 120 minutes, Workshop: 60, 80 or 120 minutes,
    Lightning Talk: 5 minutes, Pecha Kucha 6:40 minutes)
 - Difficulty level: Intermediate, Advanced, Expert
 - Session title: Succinct, relevant, stimulating interest (max. 130 characters, incl. spaces)
 - Short abstract (max. 650 characters, incl. spaces)
 - Who is the target audience?
 - What are the prerequisites for participants to find the session useful?
 - Speaker’s experience: Year, Event, Session, Title, Link (optional)
 - Extended abstract
 - What is the main learning for participants?
 - Outline session agenda
 - Could you deliver your contribution in any of the alternative formats?
 - Why should this contribution be part of the conference?
 - Where and when have you previously presented or published on this topic?
 - Comments
 - Optional: Example slides
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GERMAN TESTING DAY 2020
Die unabhängige Konferenz zu Software-Qualität

CRITERIA

In the first round, the reviewers assess the abstracts according to the following criteria:

 - Experiential character and lessons learned
 - Originality / innovation
 - Benefit for attendees

In the second round, the reviewers assess the draft papers according to:

 - Comprehension / storyline
 - Form

27.09.2019 - Deadline for submission of abstracts
14.10.2019 - Notification of the result and, if applicable, request for a draft of the paper
11.11.2019 - Deadline for submission of draft papers
02.12.2019 - Notification of whether the paper has been accepted
06./07.05.2020 -  We’ll hopefully see you on stage at German Testing Day

The programme for German Testing Day 2020 is organised on a voluntary basis by the conference board. The 
following people and organisations currently serve on the Conference Board:

 - Janet Albrecht-Zölch, Carl Zeiss Meditec AG
 - Dr. Dominik Holling, ITK Engineering (Bosch)
 - Peter Kulbida, Schenker AG
 - Anke Löwer, Rentenbank
 - Dr. Klaus Moritzen, Siemens
 - Thomas Rinke, ista International 

KEY DATES

CONFERENCE BOARD

- Bernd Schindelasch, EWE TEL
- Prof. Dr. Karin Vosseberg, HS Bremerhaven
- Dr. Stephan Weißleder, Thales Deutschland
- Prof. Dr. Mario Winter, Fachhochschule Köln
- Melanie Wohnert, Think Y
- Peter Zimmerer, Siemens

FURTHER INFORMATION 

The conference board reserves the right to reject or withdraw a submission at any time without stating
reasons.

We want to reduce the hurdle of speaking at GTD. We have a limited budget for travel expenses for speakers 
who would otherwise have to finance their travel privately. Please let us know with your submission if you 
need a travel grant. In order to protect our planet, we prefer travel by train wherever possible.

Contact
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us: info@GermanTestingDay.info
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